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Engraved Fields

My first encounter with Jack McWhorter’s paintings was in 2010 at

topoanalysis as “the systematic psychological study of the sites of our

his Malone University solo exhibit, called “Forces Constant.” It was

intimate lives.”

immediately clear to me then, and continues to be today, that he’s
a painter’s painter - a masterful colorist who revels in the materiality
of oil paint, the physicality of the brushed mark or shape, the fluidity of
intuitive gesture and line. Since that 2010 exhibit, I’ve been increasingly
fascinated by the evolving trajectory of his aesthetic.

McWhorter refers to his constructed pictorial sites collectively as
‘engraved fields.’ The reference is an apt one in the sense that his
paintings are fields of a kind, articulated with a painterly calligraphy
describing poetic singularities. Looking at these exuberant paintings is
to encounter places where the mysterious, the metaphorical, and the

This collection of new works is sumptuous evidence of his ongoing pursuit
of what he calls in his statement “a topoanalysis of spaces that have
invited us to come out of ourselves.” In his 1958 book, The Poetics of
Space, the French philosopher, Gaston Bachelard (1884-1962), defined

mundane are conflated into elegant coexistence. Welcome to the
abstract sublime.

Tom Wachunas, 2017
Guest Curator

Atmospheres, 2017, Oil on canvas, 34” x 40”

Union Metal, 2017, Oil on canvas, 34” x 40”

Engraved Field, 2017, Oil on canvas, 54” x 60”

Ptolemy Diagram, 2017, Oil on canvas, 54” x 60”

The River, 2015, Oil on paper, 22” x 30”

Symbol of Time, 2016, Oil on paper, 22” x 30”

Law of Four Elements, 2016, Oil on canvas, 34” x 40”

Signal Tree, 2017, Oil on canvas, 34” x 40”

Topological Space, 2016, Oil on paper, 42.5” x 51”

Sky Map, 2017, Oil on canvas, 42” x 48”

Model Subjects, 2015, Oil on canvas, 34” x 40”

Path of Yellow Sand, 2017, Oil on canvas, 34” x 40”

Winding Track, 2017, Oil on canvas, 43” x 51”

The Nebula, 2017, Oil on canvas, 42” x 48”

Growth and Form, 2016, Oil on paper, 22” x 30”

Color After the Storm, 2016, Oil on paper, 22” x 30”

Formation, 2017, Oil on paper, 42.5” x 51”

Seeing & Dreaming, 2016, Oil on paper, 44.75” x 45”

Engraved Fields

I am interested in painting as a physical activity and a material

mushrooms to pick or the best spot to fish for bluegill. The process is

process rather than as a language that conveys illustrative meaning.

operational, where imagery grows through classical ideas of gesture

The motivation for my most recent painting is using color as a function

and touch, and in the way paint is applied. Working up from basic

of illumination, finding form with it, and balancing that with creating

questions of how to paint, various overlaid elements are organized

a psychological space. My paintings undertake a topoanalysis of

and networked to compose the picture field into horizontal and

spaces that have invited us to come out of ourselves. The paintings

vertical bands, and the painting builds into an overall structure

can be seen as contemporary impressions of the constructed world

with components that are inseparable. These could variably

and its impact on or relationship with natural spaces, underscoring

suggest biological, chemical, cosmological, or psychological entities

our persistent need to understand ourselves through space. The

undergoing metamorphosis.

visual influence of time spent on the shoreline of Lake Erie or hiking
in the woodlands of southern Ohio with my father, learning which
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